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The second annual CyFyAfrica 2019, the Conference on Technology, Innovation, and Society, took
place in Tangier, Morocco, 7 – 9 June 2019. It was a vibrant, diverse and dynamic gathering where
various policy makers, United Nations delegates, ministers, governments, diplomats, media, tech
corporations, and academics from over 65 nations, mostly African and Asian countries, attended.
The conference unapologetically stated that its central aim was to bring forth the continent’s voices
to the table in the global discourse. The president’s opening message emphasised that Africa’s youth
need to be put at the front and centre of African concerns as the continent increasingly relies on
technology for its social, educational, health, economic and financial issues. At the heart of the
conference was the need to provide a platform to the voice of young people across the continent.
And this was rightly so. It needs no argument that Africans across the continent need to play a
central role in determining crucial technological questions and answers not only for their continent
but also far beyond.
In the technological race to advance the continent, there are numerous cautionary tales that
Africans need to learn from, tales that those involved in the designing, implementing, importing,
regulating, and communicating of technology need to be aware of.

The continent stands to benefit from various technological and artificial intelligence (AI)
developments. Ethiopian farmers, for example, can benefit from crowd sourced data to forecast and
yield better crops. The use of data can help improve services within the healthcare and education
sectors. Huge gender inequalities that plague every social, political, economic sphere can be
brought to the fore through data. Data that exposes gender disparities in these key positions, for
example, renders crucial the need to change societal structures in order to allow women to serve in
key positions. Such data also brings general awareness of inequalities, which is central for
progressive change.
In the technological race to advance the continent, there are numerous cautionary tales
that Africans need to learn from, tales that those involved in the designing,
implementing, importing, regulating, and communicating of technology need to be aware
of.
Having said that, there already exist countless die-hard technology worshippers, some only too
happy to blindly adopt anything data-driven and “AI” without a second thought of the possible
unintended consequences, both within and outside the continent. Wherever the topic of
technological innovation takes place, what we constantly find is advocates of technology and
attempts to digitise every aspect of life, often at any cost.
At the CyFyAfrica 2019 conference, there were plenty of such tech evangelists – those blindly
accepting ethically suspect and dangerous practices and applications under the banner of
“innovative”, “disruptive” and “game changing” with little, if any, criticism and scepticism.
Therefore, given that we have enough tech-worshippers holding the technological future of the
continent in their hands, it is important to point out the precautions that need to be taken and the
lessons that need to be learned from other parts of the world as the continent races forward in the
technological race.
Reinforcing biases and stereotypes
Just like the Silicon Valley enterprise, the African equivalent of tech start-ups and innovations can be
found in every corner of the continent, from Addis Ababa to Nairobi and Cape Town. These
innovations include in areas such as banking, finance, healthcare, education, and even “AI for good”
initiatives, both by companies and individuals within as well as outside the continent.
Understandably, companies, individuals and initiatives want to solve society’s problems and data
and AI seem to provide quick solutions. As a result, there is a temptation to fix complex social
problems with technology. And this is exactly where problems arise.
In the race of which start-up will build the next smart home system or state-of-the-art mobile
banking application, we lose sight of the people behind each data point. The emphasis is on “data”
as something that is up for grabs, something that uncontestedly belongs to tech-companies,
governments, and the industry sector, completely erasing individual people behind each data point.
This erasure of the person behind each data point makes it easy to “manipulate behaviour” or
“nudge” users, often towards profitable outcomes for the companies. The rights of the individual, the
long-term social impacts of AI systems and the unintended consequences on the most vulnerable are
pushed aside, if they ever enter the discussion at all. Be it small start-ups or more established
companies that design and implement AI tools, at the top of their agenda is the collection of more
data and efficient AI systems and not the welfare of individual people or communities.
Rather, whether explicitly laid out or not, the central point is to analyse, infer, and deduce users’

weaknesses and deficiencies for the benefit of commercial firms. Products, ads, and other
commodities can then be pushed to individual “users” as if they exist as an object to be manipulated
and nudged towards certain behaviours deemed “correct” or “good” by these companies and
developers.
The result is AI systems that alter the social fabric, reinforce societal stereotypes and further
disadvantage those already at the bottom of the social hierarchy. UN delegates addressing the issue
of online terrorism and counterterrorism measured and exclusively discussed Islamic terrorist
groups, despite the fact that white supremacist terrorist groups have carried out more attacks than
any other group in recent years. This illustrates an example where socially held stereotypes are
reinforced and wielded in the AI tools that are being developed.
Although it is hardly ever made explicit, many of the ethical principles underlying AI rest firmly
within utilitarian thinking. Even when knowledge of unfairness and discrimination of certain groups
and individual as a result of algorithmic decision-making are brought to the fore, solutions that
benefit the majority are sought. For instance, women have been systematically excluded from
entering the tech industry, minorities are forced into inhumane treatment , and systematic biases
have been embedded in predictive policing systems, to mention but a few. However, although
society’s most vulnerable are disproportionally impacted by the digitisation of various services,
proposed solutions to mitigate unfairness hardly consider such groups as crucial pieces of the
solution.
A question of ethics
Machine bias and unfairness is an issue that the rest of the tech world is grappling with. As
technological solutions are increasingly devised and applied to social, economic and political issues,
the problems that arise with the digitisation and automation of everyday life also become
increasingly evident. The current attempts to develop “ethical AI” and “ethical guidelines”, both
within the Western tech industry and the academic sphere, illustrate awareness and attempts to
mitigate these problems. The key global players in technology, Microsoft and Google’s DeepMind
from the industry sector and Harvard and MIT from the academic sphere are primary examples that
illustrate the recognition of the possible catastrophic consequences of AI on society. As a result,
ethics boards and curriculums on ethics and AI are being developed.
These approaches to develop, implement and teach responsible and ethical AI take multiple forms,
perspectives, and directions and emphasise various aspects. This multiplicity of views and
perspectives is not a weakness but rather a desirable strength that is necessary for accommodating
a healthy, context-dependent remedy. Insisting on one single framework for various ethical, social
and economic issues that arise in various contexts and cultures with the integration of AI is not only
unattainable but also advocating a one-size-fits-all style dictatorship.
Machine bias and unfairness is an issue that the rest of the tech world is grappling with.
As technological solutions are increasingly devised and applied to social, economic and
political issues, the problems that arise with the digitisation and automation of everyday
life also become increasingly evident.
Nonetheless, given the countless technology-related disasters and cautionary tales that the global
tech-community is waking up to, there are numerous crucial lessons that African developers, startups and policy makers can learn from. The African continent needs not go through its own disastrous
cautionary tales to discover the dark side of digitisation and technologisation on every aspect of life.

AI over-hype
AI is not magic; it is a buzz word that gets thrown around so carelessly that it has increasingly
become vacuous. What AI refers to is notoriously contested and the term is impossible to define
conclusively – and it will remain that way due to the various ways various disciplines define and use
it. Artificial intelligence can refer to anything from highly overhyped and deceitful robots to
Facebook’s machine learning algorithms that dictate what you see on your News Feed, your “smart”
fridge and everything in between. “Smart”, like AI, has increasingly come to mean devices that are
connected to other devices and servers with little to no attention being paid to how such
hypoconnectivity at the same time creates surveillance systems that deprive individuals of their
privacy.
Over-hyped and exaggerated representation of the current state of the field poses a major challenge.
Both researchers within the field and the media contribute to this over-hype. The public is often
made to believe that we have reached AGI (Artificial General Intelligence) or that we are at risk of
killer robots taking over the world, or that Facebook’s algorithms have created their own language
forcing Facebook to shut down its project , when none of this is in fact correct.
The robot known as Sophia is another example of AI over-hype and misrepresentation. This robot,
which is best described as a machine with some face recognition capabilities and a rudimentary
chatbot engine, is falsely described as semi-sentient by its maker. In a nation where women are
treated as second class citizens, the United Arab Emirates (UAE) has granted this machine
citizenship, thereby treating this “female” machine better than its own female citizens. Similarly,
neither the Ethiopian government nor the media attempted to pause and reflect on how the robot’s
stay in Addis Ababa should be covered. Instead the over-hype and deception were amplified as the
robot was treated as some God-like entity.
Leading scholars in the field, such as Mitchell, emphasise that we are far from “superintelligence”.
The current state of AI is marked by crucial limitations, such as the lack of understanding of
common sense, which is a crucial element of human understanding. Similarly, Bigham emphasises
that in most of the discussion regarding “autonomous” systems (be it robots or speech recognition
algorithms), a heavy load of the work is done by humans, often cheap labour – a fact that is put aside
as it doesn’t bode well with the AI over-hype narrative.
Over-hype is not only a problem that portrays an unrealistic image of the field, but also one that
distracts attention away from the real danger of AI, which is much more invisible, nuanced and
gradual than “killer robots”. The simplification and extraction of human experience for capitalist
ends, which is then presented as behaviour based “personalisation”, is a banal practice on the
surface but one that needs more attention and scrutiny. Similarly, algorithmic predictive models of
behaviour that infer habits, behaviours and emotions need to be of concern as most of these
inferences reflect strongly held biases and unfairness rather than getting at any in-depth causes or
explanations.
The continent would do well to adopt a dose of critical appraisal when presenting, developing and
reporting AI. This requires challenging the mindset that portrays AI as having God-like power. And
seeing AI as a tool that we create, control and are responsible for, not as something that exists and
develops independent of those that create it. And like any other tool, AI is one that embeds and
reflects our inconsistencies, limitations, biases, political and emotional desires.
Technology is never either neutral or objective – it is like a mirror that reflects societal bias,
unfairness and injustice. AI tools deployed in various spheres are often presented as objective and
value-free. In fact, some automated systems that are put forward in domains, such as hiring and

policing, are put forward with the explicit claim that these tools eliminate human bias. Automated
systems, after all, apply the same rules to everybody. Such a claim is, in fact, one of the single most
erroneous and harmful misconceptions as far as automated systems are concerned.
The continent would do well to adopt a dose of critical appraisal when presenting,
developing and reporting AI. This requires challenging the mindset that portrays AI as
having God-like power.
As the Harvard mathematician, Cathy O’Neil [19] explains, “Algorithms are opinions embedded in
code.” This widespread misconception further prevents individuals from asking questions and
demanding explanations. How we see the world and how we choose to represent the world are
reflected in the algorithmic models of the world that we build. The tools we build necessarily embed,
reflect and perpetuate socially and culturally held stereotypes and unquestioned assumptions. Any
classification, clustering or discrimination of human behaviours and characteristics that our AI
system produces reflects socially and culturally held stereotypes, not an objective truth.
UN delegates working on online counterterrorism measures but explicitly focusing on Islamic groups
despite over 60 percent [20] of mass shootings in 2019 the USA being carried out by white
nationalist extremists illustrate a worrying example that stereotypically held views drive what we
perceive as a problem and furthermore the type of technology we develop.
Algorithmic decision-making
A robust body of research, as well as countless reports of individual personal experiences, show that
various applications of algorithmic decision-making result in biased and discriminatory outcomes.
These discriminatory outcomes affect individuals and groups that are already on society’s margins,
those that are viewed as deviants and outliers – people that refuse to conform to the status quo.
Given that the most vulnerable are affected by technology the most, it is important that their voices
are central in any design and implementation of any technology that is used on/around them. Their
voices need to be prioritised at every step of the way, including in the designing, developing, and
implementing of any technology, as well as in policy-making.
As Africa grapples between catching up with the latest technological developments and protecting
the consequential harm that technology causes, policy makers, governments and firms that develop
and apply various tech to the social sphere need to think long and hard about what kind of society
we want and what kind of society technology drives. Protecting and respecting the rights, freedoms
and privacy of the very youth that the leaders want to put at the front and centre should be
prioritised. This can only happen with guidelines and safeguards for individual rights and freedom in
place.
A robust body of research, as well as countless reports of individual personal
experiences, show that various applications of algorithmic decision-making result in
biased and discriminatory outcomes.
Mining people for data
Invasion of privacy is an issue that is increasingly becoming an issue in every sphere of life,
including insurance, banking, health and education services. Various start-ups are emerging from all
corners of the continent at an exponential rate to develop the next “cutting edge” app, tool or

system; to collect as much data as possible and then infer and deduce “users’” various behaviours
and habits.
However, there seems to be little, if any, attention paid to the fact that digitisation and
automatisation of such spheres necessarily bring their own, often not immediately visible, problems.
In the race to come up with the next new “nudge” mechanism that could be used in insurance or
banking, the competition for mining the most data seems the central agenda. These firms take it for
granted that such data, which is out there for grabs, automatically belongs to them. The discourse
around “data mining” and “data rich continent” shows the extent to which the individual behind
each data point remains non-existent. This removing of the individual (individual with fears,
emotions, dreams and hopes) behind each data set is symptomatic of how little attention is given to
privacy concerns. This discourse on “mining” people for data is reminiscent of the coloniser attitude
that declares humans as raw material free for the taking.
Data is necessarily always about something and never about an abstract entity. The collection,
analysis and manipulation of data possibly entails monitoring, tracking and surveilling people. This
necessarily impacts them directly or indirectly, whether it is change in their insurance premiums or
refusal of services.
AI technologies that are aiding decision-making in the social sphere are developed and implemented
by private companies and various start-ups for the most part, whose primary aim is to maximise
profits. Protecting individual privacy rights and cultivating a fair society is, therefore, the least of
their priorities, especially if such practice gets in the way of “mining”, freely manipulating behaviour
and pushing products onto customers. This means that as we hand over decision-making regarding
social issues to automated systems developed by profit-driven corporates, not only are we allowing
our social concerns to be dictated by corporate incentives (profit), but we are also handing over
moral and ethical questions to the corporate world.
“Digital nudges” – behaviour modifications developed to suit commercial interests – are a prime
example. As “nudging” mechanisms become the norm for “correcting” an individual’s behaviour,
eating habits or exercise routine, those corporates, private companies and engineers developing
automated systems are bestowed with the power to decide what the “correct” behaviour, eating
habit or exercise routine is. Questions, such as who is deciding what the “correct” behaviour is and
for what purpose, are often completely ignored. In the process, individuals that do not fit the
stereotypical image of what a “fit body”, “good health” and “good eating habit” end up being
punished, ostracised and pushed further to the margin.
The use of technology within the social sphere often, intentionally or accidentally, focuses on
punitive practices, whether it is to predict who will commit the next crime or who would fail to pay
their mortgage. Constructive and rehabilitation questions, such as why people commit crimes in the
first place or what can be done to rehabilitate and support those who have come out of prison are
almost never asked. Technological developments built and applied with the aim of bringing security
and order, necessarily bring cruel, discriminatory and inhumane practices to some. The cruel
treatment of the Uighurs in China and the unfair disadvantaging of the poor are examples in this
regard.
The question of technologisation and digitalisation of the continent is also a question of what kind of
society we want to live in. African youth solving their own problems means deciding what we want to
amplify and show the rest of the world. It also means not importing the latest state-of-the-art
machine learning systems or any other AI tools without questioning what the underlying purpose is,
who benefits, and who might be disadvantaged by the application of such tools.

Moreover, African youth playing in the AI field need to create programmes and databases that serve
various local communities and which do not blindly import Western AI systems founded upon
individualistic and capitalist drives. In a continent where much of the narrative is hindered by
negative images, such as migration, drought, and poverty, using AI to solve our problems ourselves
means using AI in a way we want to understand who we are and how we want to be understood and
perceived – a continent where community values triumph and nobody is left behind.
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